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Purpose

learn about the culture, customs, family values, 
and sustainable agriculture system in Mexico. 
better understanding of the origins of theses 
cultural norms of this emerging population. 
learn about the international nature of the 
immigration process, the cultures and institutions 
of Mexico.



My focus

CultureFoodCustomsPeople
Customs Culture

People Food



Famous sites

Pao de Acucar Teotihuacan



Pais do Futebol

Monte Alban Rio de Janeiro



Favela, slums or los barrios de 
tugurios?

Rio de Janeiro Mexico City



Feirinha & Street markets

Mexico City Camelo in Copacabana



Religion

Cathedral of Mexico City Cathedral do Rio de Janeiro



Famous Artist
Diego

Tarcila



Breakfast?

beans

Corn soup

shish kabob



School Day? Work Day? 
What time is it?



Campaign prevention The artist



Area
km2

Pop
(July 2008 
est.)

# of 
States

USA

Brazil

Mexico

9,161,923 304 M 50

8,456,510 199 M 26 + 1 
DF

1,972,550 110 M 31 + 1 
DF



Oaxaca
Set in a fertile valley 
and the mountains of 
the Sierra Madre del 
Sur (5% of Mexico)
Most diverse state 
(70% of vegetation)
16 ethnic groups of 
50 in Mexico, 
dominated by 
Zapotec and Mixtecs
157 languages 



Is this your way of life?

La Soledad chicken

fish

vegetables



What US dollars can do!
Cement blocks



Indigenous Markets



Indoor side



Out door



The way that food comes and the 
way people comes….



And the way the money comes



Dry roasted crickets 



Where the Wild things are

Worms
Ant eggs
Crocodile

Birds
Buffalo

Goat
Ostrich

Menu



Where the Wild things went!
Fresh Wild rabbit



No taquitos or burritos



Valentine’s DayValentineValentine’’s Days Day

In Oaxaca, Mexico











The Value of this Program 
to better understand one of the most significant 
immigrants groups in the Midwest.
support collaborative effort of University 
campuses and extension that will draw 
researchers, and community members to 
discuss about the needs of the Hispanic/Latino 
newcomers and their communities.
establish some contacts in Latin America and 
collaborate for future programs like these to 
better educate our faculty, students and 
communities members.



The group
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